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AppleScript: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2003
If you want to know all about AppleScript--the how, where, and why of using it--dig into AppleScript: The Definitive Guide. It doesn't make the mistake that other books do: it isn't about scripting this or that particular application, and it doesn't assume that learning AppleScript is easy or obvious. Instead, the book teaches and...
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Cardiovascular Molecular ImagingCRC Press, 2007

	Interest in clinical cardiovascular imaging has skyrocketed over the past quarter

	century. Dozens of new imaging modalities have arisen from advances in the physical

	sciences, electrical engineering, information technology, chemical synthesis,

	and in pharmacology. Mostly driven by newly developed technology, these

	advances have...
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The Mobile FrontierRosenfeld Media, 2012

	Mobile user experience is a new frontier. Untethered from a keyboard and mouse, this rich design space is lush with opportunity to invent new and more human ways for people to interact with information. Invention requires casting off many anchors and conventions inherited from the last 50 years of computer science and traditional design and...
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Concise Encyclopedia of RoboticsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Welcome to the high frontier of cognition and computation!

You are about to dig into a uniquely interesting and important book. This is not a highly technical or abstruse guide to this often complex and difficult-to-understand subject. Rather, the book provides short, clear definitions and interpretations of the major concepts and...
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Femtosecond Optical Frequency Comb: Principle, Operation and ApplicationsSpringer, 2004
This book provides an introductory description of mode-locked lasers, the connection between time and frequency descriptions of their output and the physical origins of the electric field dynamics, together with an overview of applications of femtosecond comb technology. Individual chapters go into more detail on mode-locked laser development,...
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Management of the Object-oriented Development ProcessIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Dilemmas involving notation, project planning, project management, and activity
workflow pervade the world of software development. Object-orientation
provides an elegant language for framing such problems, and powerful
tools for resolving them.

In this book, we have brought together a collection of presentations,...
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Code: Version 2.0Basic Books, 2006
The "alarming and impassioned"* book on how the Internet is redefining constitutional law, now reissued as the first popular book revised online by its readers (*New York Times)
 There's a common belief that cyberspace cannot be regulated-that it is, in  its very essence, immune from the government's (or anyone else's)...
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Orbitals in Chemistry (Topics in Current Chemistry)Springer, 2009
Molecular properties and reactions are controlled by electrons in the molecules. Electrons had been thought to be particles. Quantum mechanics showed that electrons have properties not only as particles but also as waves. A chemical theory is required to think about the wave properties of electrons in molecules. These properties are well...
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Taming Text: How to Find, Organize, and Manipulate ItManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Taming Text, winner of the 2013 Jolt Awards for Productivity, is a hands-on, example-driven guide to working with unstructured text in the context of real-world applications. This book explores how to automatically organize text using approaches such as full-text search, proper name recognition,...
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Control of Color Imaging Systems: Analysis and DesignCRC Press, 2009
A Complete One-Stop Resource
 

While digital color is now the technology of choice for printers, the knowledge required to address the quality and productivity issues of these devices is scattered across several technologies, as is its supporting literature.

 

Bringing together information from...
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Computational Geometry in C Second Edition (Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science (Paperback))Cambridge University Press, 1998

	This is the newly revised and expanded edition of the popular introduction to the design and implementation of geometry algorithms arising in areas such as computer graphics, robotics, and engineering design. The second edition contains material on several new topics, such as randomized algorithms for polygon triangulation, planar point...
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Secrets of Poser Experts: Tips, Techniques, and Insights for Users of All Abilities: The e-frontier Official GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Take an in-depth look into the creative minds of top Poser artists! Secrets of Poser Experts presents a unique opportunity to examine the creative process utilized by industry experts as they create their digital art using Poser. With individual chapters written by each artist, this book offers an amazing look at the artists' professional...
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